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Imaging and therapeutic applications of
zinc(II)-dipicolylamine molecular probes
for anionic biomembranes
Douglas R. Rice, Kasey J. Clear and Bradley D. Smith*
This feature article describes the development of synthetic zinc(II)-dipicolylamine (ZnDPA) receptors as
selective targeting agents for anionic membranes in cell culture and living subjects. There is a strong
connection between anionic cell surface charge and disease, and ZnDPA probes have been employed
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extensively for molecular imaging and targeted therapeutics. Fluorescence and nuclear imaging applications
include detection of diseases such as cancer, neurodegeneration, arthritis, and microbial infection, and
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also quantification of cell death caused by therapy. Therapeutic applications include selective targeting
of cytotoxic agents and drug delivery systems, photodynamic inactivation, and modulation of the
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immune system. The article concludes with a summary of expected future directions.

Introduction
The primary premise of this feature article is summarized in
Scheme 1. That is, anionic membrane surface charge is a
biomarker of disease. In mammalian cells, anionic surface
charge indicates cell death and dysfunction, signaling vital
physiological processes such as dead cell clearance without
immune activation and blood clot formation. Many cancer cells
expose high levels of an anionic phospholipid that can promote
cancer proliferation by suppressing the local immune response.
Similarly, the anionic surface of many microbial pathogens
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allows them to enter host cells and inhibit the innate immune
response for prolonged survival. The strong connection
between anionic surface charge and disease has prompted
diﬀerent research programs to create molecular imaging agents
and targeted therapeutics for anionic membranes. A major goal
of this article is to describe how we approached the problem as
a group whose core expertise is small molecule supramolecular
chemistry. In general, our research has progressed through
an iterative cycle of test tube experiments, cell studies, and preclinical evaluation in living subjects. The article is structured in
the following order. First, we explain why anionic membrane
surface change is considered a biomarker of disease. Then, we
describe our research eﬀorts over the last 14 years to develop
synthetic zinc(II)-dipicolylamine (ZnDPA) receptors as selective
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Anionic membranes are biomarkers of disease.

targeting agents for molecular imaging of cell death and bacterial
infection.† We also summarize our research to date on several
diﬀerent therapeutic applications using ZnDPA receptors, and we
conclude with some comments on likely future directions.

The anionic membrane: a biomarker of
disease and microbial pathogens
Cells are surrounded by a plasma membrane that separates
the internal cell contents from the external environment and
maintains crucial electrochemical energy gradients.1,2 In addition, the plasma membrane plays important roles in transmembrane signal transduction and cell–cell communication.
The structure of the plasma membrane is a dynamic bilayer
composed of different polar lipids and proteins. Many of these
amphiphilic compounds have appended carbohydrate chains
that protrude from the membrane exterior surface and form the
cell glycocalyx.3 About 70% of the polar lipids in a typical
mammalian cell plasma membrane are glycerophospholipids,
with cholesterol, sphingomyelin, and glycosphingolipids making
up the other 30%.1 The transmembrane distribution of these
polar lipids is not symmetrical, with the outer monolayer
enriched in zwitterionic phosphatidylcholine (PC)‡ and
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sphingomyelin, and the inner monolayer containing most
of the phosphatidylserine (PS), the most abundant anionic
phospholipid in the plasma membrane (present in the range
of 2–10%).4 This transbilayer distribution is maintained in
healthy cells by an ATP-dependent translocase that catalyzes
the transport of aminophospholipids from the external to the
internal membrane surface.5 As a result, the electrostatic charge
on the membrane exterior surface of a healthy mammalian cell is
close to neutral. But during the process of programmed cell death
or apoptosis, the translocase activity is attenuated leading to PS
exposure and increased negative charge on the cell exterior. The
exposed PS can trigger innate immune responses such as
recognition and engulfment of dead and dying cells by phagocytes.6 This process is responsible for the daily clearance of
senescent and damaged cells in the human body. PS exposure
also plays an essential role in hemostasis by acting as a key
signal in the coagulation cascade.7 Upon activation via injury to the
endothelium, blood platelets expose PS on their outer surface
which triggers the attachment of several coagulation factors
that execute fibrin synthesis and clot formation.8
Excessive cell death beyond the normal level associated
with homeostasis is a hallmark of many acute and chronic
ailments.9 For example, PS exposure occurs during chronic
conditions such as cardiovascular disease, or atherosclerosis,
which is an inflammatory state characterized by the thickening
of artery walls. Atherosclerosis arises from a sustained presence
of dead cells in arterial vessels due to an imbalance between
apoptosis and phagocytosis. As arterial walls condense, less
oxygenated blood can pass into the heart muscle resulting in
myocardial ischemia, which causes hypoxia-induced apoptosis in
cardiomyocytes. Glaucoma, one of the leading causes of irreversible
blindness, is characterized by progressive nerve degeneration and
retinal ganglion cell apoptosis.10–12 Red blood cell exposure of PS
is indicative of stress and dysfunction which typically manifests
during an invasion by pathogens such as plasmodium parasites
or as a result of blood diseases like sickle cell anemia.13,14 Natural
PS exposure in red blood cells is identified as a risk factor for
stroke and chronic renal failure.15
With certain diseases such as cancer, the therapeutic goal is
to cause cell death, and increased amounts of PS on the cancer
cell surface is considered a hallmark of therapeutic success.
Even without cytotoxic treatment, exposed PS is a characteristic
cell surface feature of many tumors and their surrounding
microenvironment. Numerous cancer cells have been reported
to expose PS including leukemic cells,16 neuroblastoma cells,17
† Several fluorescent ZnDPA probes are commercially available from Molecular
Targeting Technologies Incorporated (MTTI, www. mtarget.com) under the brand
name PSVues. MTTI has a license agreement with the University of Notre Dame,
the employer of B. D. Smith.
‡ Abbreviations: phosphatidylserine (PS); phosphatidylglycerol (PG); cardiolipin
(CL); phosphatidylcholine (PC); phosphatidylethanolamine (PE); zinc(II)-dipicolylamine (DPA); dipicolylamine (DPA); 7-aminoactinomycin (7AAD); N-methyl-Daspartate (NMDA); glycosaminoglycan (GAG); single photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT); positron emission tomography (PET); fluorodeoxyglucose
(FDG); Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET); 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA); diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA);
lipopolysaccharide (LPS); blood–brain barrier (BBB).
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malignant melanoma,18 human gastric carcinoma cells,19 and
others.20 PS exposure is particularly apparent for undiﬀerentiated tumorigenic cells which can express about five times
greater PS at their cell surface than their diﬀerentiated, nontumorigenic equivalents.18 PS is also found in the tumor
microenvironment, in the form of tumor-derived microvesicles
and on the surface of tumor vasculature, which may promote
blood coagulation and fibrin formation to generate a scaﬀold for
tumor growth.21–23 Additionally, high PS exposure may promote
cancer proliferation by suppressing the local immune response.
The interaction between PS-expressing cells and immune cells
triggers immunosuppressive pathways that prevent both local
and systemic immune activation and cell clearance. There is
evidence that cell surface PS suppresses tumor inflammation
by inducing secretion of immunosuppressants such as transforming growth factor-b, which inhibits T cell and cytokine
production.24 While these pathways are used by apoptotic cells
to inhibit potential immune sequelae against ‘self’, tumors
hijack them to enable proliferation.
Similar to cancer cells, obligate intracellular pathogens
exploit host cell functions to assure successful entry into host
cells to derive nutrients and manipulate cellular machinery for
replication. One common strategy is ‘apoptotic mimicry’ where
pathogens mimic apoptotic debris by exposing high fractions of
PS on their surface (enveloped PS acquisition) or cloaking themselves in cell-derived PS-containing vesicles (non-enveloped PS
acquisition) to facilitate binding, entry and immune evasion.
This was first discovered in viruses, which often have a protein
capsid surrounded by an outer bilayer membrane.25 Upon fusion
with host cells, viruses induce cytopathic eﬀects to delay host cell
PS exposure most likely to prevent clearance and enhance virion
replication. Subsequent budding from PS-rich organelles, such
as the Golgi apparatus, endoplasmic reticulum and lipid rafts,
allows PS exposure on newborn virions.26–28 Clusters of viruses
are packed and released in PS-exposing lipid vesicles, elevating
their infectivity. PS-mediated virion uptake also results in the
induction of anti-inflammatory cytokine production and inhibition of inflammatory cytokine secretion. Thus, in addition to
promoting uptake and binding, apoptotic mimicry by viruses
potentiates infection by depleting the host innate immune
responses and evading immune recognition. Apoptotic mimicry
is utilized by many viral families including vaccinia,29 hepatitis B,30
HIV,31 and dengue.32
Parasitic microorganisms, most notably trypanosomatids,
have devised similar methods for entering host tissue.33
Trypanosomatid parasites exist as either promastigotes (extracellular form within vector insects) or amastigotes (intracellular
form responsible for disseminating disease through host cells)
and execute two infectious life cycles based on apoptotic
mimicry: ‘Trojan horse infection’ and ‘bystander infection’.
Trojan horse infection is employed by parasites that naturally
expose PS such as Leishmania donovani and Tryapanosma brucei,
the causative parasites for visceral leishmaniasis and Chagas
disease, respectively.34–38 Upon infection of the host via the bite
of a carrier insect, PS-exposing promastigotes are engulfed by
host neutrophils which are subsequently phagocytosed by
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larger macrophages enabling intracellular parasite replication.
Smuggling promastigotes within Trojan horse neutrophils not
only delivers viable parasites into macrophages but also delays
the immune response until the first line neutrophilic response
is resolved. Bystander infection is utilized by parasites that
do not naturally expose PS, such as Leishmania amazonensis
and Trypanosoma brucei, but instead possess the enzymatic
machinery to generate mammalian apoptotic features upon
parasite death, most importantly the externalization of PS.39
For viable infection to occur, a sub-population of parasites
naturally die within the insect carrier, which enables neutrophil
engulfment of both dead and live bystander parasites upon
infection.40 Alternatively, parasites can migrate with the remnants of PS-exposing apoptotic cells which are also engulfed by
neutrophils. Persistent infection and intracellular replication
modulate PS exposure on the amastigote form to increase
parasite infectivity.35 Another apoptosis-mimicking parasite is
Toxoplasma gondii, the causative agent of toxoplasmosis. The
infective inoculum of T. gondii is comprised of two different
populations, PS-exposing and non-exposing parasites, that
cooperate to establish infection.41 T. gondii is often characterized
as the most successful parasite on earth. Approximately onethird of the human population is infected with T. gondii with
most infections being asymptomatic.41,42
Anionic surface charge is also a ubiquitous feature of the
bacterial cell envelope. Bacteria take advantage of phagocytosis
in host cells to promote cell-to-cell spread, which was recently
discovered in Listeria monocytogenes. L. monocytogenes emerge
from infected macrophages packaged in PS-coated vesicles,
which interact with healthy macrophages to facilitate uptake.43
Interestingly, bacterial eﬀerocytosis appears to be an eﬀective
mechanism for the host to control Mycobacterium species
infection, illustrating the fine balance between host cell
defense and bacterial infectivity mechanisms.43 Furthermore,
most bacterial strains naturally harbor anionic phospholipids
such as phosphatidylglycerol (PG) and cardiolipin (CL) within
their membrane bilayers.44 For example, the lipid membrane
of Gram-positive Streptococcus pyogenes contains significant
fractions of PG (B20%) and CL (B5%).45 The Staphylococcus
aureus membrane contains 460% of PG and CL.44,46 Gramnegative Escherichia coli contain 9 and 19% PG and CL in their
outer membrane and 18 and 40% PG and CL in their inner
membrane, respectively.47–49 In addition to phospholipids,
both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria cell walls have
other phosphate containing compounds. The teichoic acids of
Gram-positive bacteria contain repeating sugar polymers which
are phosphate-linked and can extend 42–50 sugar units in
length.50 Gram-negative lipopolysaccharide (LPS) harbors
lipid A- and O-antigen which contain anionic phosphates.51,52
Bacterial spores, survival structures unique to Bacilli and Clostridia
bacteria, contain high quantities of amphiphilic phosphates
and carboxylates in their exosporium.53 Networks of negatively
charged lipids and polymers help maintain a protective cell
envelope and ensure high biofilm integrity.54
The realization that anionic charge on the exterior of the cell
plasma membrane is a biomarker of disease (or successful
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disease treatment) has prompted a search for selective targeting agents that can enable molecular imaging and drug delivery
applications.55–58 Imaging applications include detection of disease, staging of disease progression, and monitoring the efficacy of
therapy, whereas, therapeutic applications include selective targeting of cytotoxic agents and activation of the immune system.9,59,60
One targeting approach is to use PS-targeting biomolecules such as
antibodies, proteins, or peptides. Examples include the antibody
bavituximab,61 the proteins annexin V62 and lactadherin,63 and
the C2A domain of the protein synaptotagmin.64 The large size
of these biological agents enables high selectivity and target
affinities, but it also means they are hard to cleanly label with a
reporter group. In addition, they may have stability and storage
challenges or undesired pharmacokinetic properties such as
slow diffusion in restricted sites or slow rates of clearance from
the blood pool. Thus, there is a need for small synthetic
molecules that can selectively target anionic membranes with
easily tunable pharmacokinetic performance. In some cases,
simple cationic molecules or nanoparticles have been examined
and found to exhibit promising targeting ability.65,66 In other
cases, synthetic peptides have been uncovered using rational
design or screening paradigms and converted into targeted
molecular probes.67,68 We have contributed to this broad research
effort by developing a series of synthetic ZnDPA coordination
complexes as low molecular weight targeting agents for anionic
membranes, and the next section summarizes the discovery pathway that produced these compounds for imaging and therapy.

Anion recognition using zincdipicolylamine (ZnDPA) receptors
Designing molecular hosts for anion recognition in water is a
diﬃcult challenge that must overcome numerous obstacles.
First, water forms strong hydrogen bonds with anions and
any host/guest complexation process must overcome a large
energetic penalty to dehydrate the anion and achieve highaﬃnity association.69 Second, anions exist in a wide range of
molecular geometries (e.g. spherical, linear, trigonal, etc.) and
selective binding requires a receptor to have a complementary
shape. Additionally, many anions are weak acids or bases and
eﬀective anion recognition often only occurs within a specific
pH window. Anion recognition in complex biomedical environments is especially challenging due to the many competing
non-covalent interactions. To date, the most successful synthetic anion receptors are metal coordination complexes that
can reversibly bind target anions with dissociation constants in
the millimolar to nanomolar range. The basis of these coordination complexes is an organic scaﬀold that maintains two
or more metal centers at an appropriate distance to allow
chelation of a bridging guest anion. In general, there are two
anion association mechanisms to consider (Scheme 2). In one
limiting case, the scaﬀold binds the metal cations so strongly
that the metal/scaﬀold complex is essentially a single molecular
unit with two Lewis acidic sites whose separation is controlled
by the length and rigidity of the scaﬀold (Scheme 2A).
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Scheme 2 Modes of anion recognition using divalent metal ion complexes. (A) Receptor with strongly bound metal ions acts as a single
molecular unit for anion binding. (B) Three-component assembly process
in which both metals bind strongly to the receptor scaﬀold only in the
presence of a suitable complementary anion.

The second association mechanism is when the scaﬀold has
an inherently weak aﬃnity for one or both of the metal cations.
However, the presence of a suitable bridging anion induces
a three-component assembly process that brings together the
scaﬀold, metal cations, and bridging anion (Scheme 2B).
As discussed below, the dipicolylamine (DPA) scaﬀold can be
tuned by structural modification to allow both types of association processes.
The DPA scaﬀold was reported by Biniecki and Kabzinska in
1964 to have selective aﬃnity for transition metals such as Zn2+
(association constant of B107 M 1) over alkali and alkaline
metals such as Na+, K+, Mg2+ and Ca2+.70 The change in DPA
molecular orbital energies upon coordination to Zn2+ has been
exploited extensively over the last two decades as way to design
Zn2+ sensors.71–73 The tridentate DPA coordination leaves an
open site on the Zn2+ and this Lewis acidic feature has been
used to create ZnDPA receptors for anion binding in water
(Scheme 2).74 Fluorescent ZnDPA chemosensors were pioneered by
Hamachi and co-workers, who reported in 2002 that an anthracene
derivative with two appended ZnDPA units (PSVue-380, Scheme 3)75
was a fluorescent sensor of dianionic phosphate derivatives,
especially peptides with phosphotyrosine residues. Furthermore,
there was a large enhancement of the fluorescence signal upon
phosphate association. Mechanistic studies showed that phosphate association with one of the ZnDPA units promotes Zn2+
coordination to the second DPA and loss of a photoinduced

Scheme 3
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Scheme 4 Anionic membrane recognition using ZnDPA receptors. (A)
Three-component assembly process for membrane recognition of anionic
phospholipids. (B) Structural representation of complexation between
anionic PS and ZnDPA receptor.

electron transfer (PET) quenching effect.76 Various ZnDPA complexes have been designed over the intervening years for aqueous
sensing of other phosphate containing molecules with association
constants ranging from 105 to 107 M 1.75–80 This work has been
described in review articles,81,82 and it remains an active research
topic.83–85 In addition, other metal coordination complexes, such
as zinc cyclen complexes, have been developed for effective
phosphate recognition, and the interested reader is directed to
review articles that describe these valuable systems.82 A technical
advantage with synthetic zinc coordination complexes is the
relative ease in which they can be converted into oligomers
with multiple phosphate binding sites. As discussed below, this
strategy creates multivalent receptors that can recognize anionic
surfaces with altered association thermodynamics and kinetic
properties due to cooperativity effects such as enhanced local
concentration and binding additivity.82
In 2003 we were looking for a synthetic receptor to target anionic
membrane surfaces, and we decided to investigate PSVue-380.86
The fluorescence intensity of PSVue-380 was found to increase by
10-fold when titrated with anionic vesicles that contained PS, PG, or
phosphatidic acid, but was unchanged when treated with vesicles
comprised solely of the zwitterionic PC.87 Association of the sensor
with the membrane surface occurs by a ‘three component’ selfassembly process where the DPA scaﬀold containing one Zn2+ ion
and a free Zn2+ ion are attracted to the negatively charged membrane
surface and form a bridged complex with the anionic head group of
a phospholipid (Scheme 4). The successful targeting of model vesicle
systems prompted us to evaluate whether PSVue-380 could operate
in more complicated biological environments.

Molecular imaging of dead and dying
cells
We initially explored fluorescent ZnDPA probes for detecting
cell death in cultured cell samples using cell microscopy or
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flow cytometry. Cell-based tests that can quantify levels of cell
death are broadly useful for fundamental biomedical research
and drug development. Early studies with PSVue-380 found
that it was a selective stain for apoptotic cells,86 but the
blue fluorescence emission wavelength (380/440 nm) was a
technical limitation since it overlapped with cell background
autofluorescence. We subsequently designed ZnDPA sensors
using a receptor–linker–reporter approach that linked a ZnDPA
complex (anion receptor) to a signaling unit (typically a fluorophore) (Table 1).88,89 The green emitting PSVue-480 was evaluated
using cancer cells treated with the drug camptothecin to induce
apoptosis. Simultaneous treatment with PSVue-480 and the nuclear
stain 7-aminoactinomycin D (7AAD) allowed identification of earlyapoptotic cells (with impermeable plasma membranes) due to
selective staining with PSVue-480 and exclusion of 7AAD (Fig. 1A).
Flow cytometry analysis of the same cell populations showed
that approximately 30% of the cells were apoptotic or necrotic
and thus stained with PSVue-480 (Fig. 1B).
Another pre-clinical application of ZnDPA probes is to
enable molecular imaging of cell death in animal models of
disease and disease treatment. Detecting dead and dying cells
in a living organism is quite challenging because the cell death
process is a time-dependent phenomenon. The amount of
probe accumulation at cell death sites in a living animal
depends on the rate and location of the cell death process as
well as the rate of dead cell clearance by the animal’s innate
immune response. The challenge is compounded by the limitations of fluorescence imaging with visible light, which suﬀers
large signal loss due to scattering/attenuation by the animal
tissue. Thus, animal studies with green emitting PSVue-480 can
only be conducted on superficial sites that can be directly
illuminated, such as the interior of the eye. An example of this
type of study was recently performed by Kwong and coworkers
who determined that PSVue-480 could label retinal ganglion
cells undergoing apoptotic degeneration induced by N-methyl90
D-aspartate (NMDA).
Adult rats were given intravitreal injections of NMDA followed by euthanasia at various time points.
One hour before euthanasia, PSVue-480 was intravitreally
injected followed by imaging of the treated eye. Fluorescence
labeling was observed in the retinas at one hour and up to 24
hours following NMDA treatment. Targeting of exposed PS on
the apoptotic retinal neurons occurred earlier than detection of
DNA fragmentation, indicating the potential of ZnDPA probes
for tracking the early stages of degenerating retinal neurons.
It is well-known that light penetration through skin and tissue
is a maximum when the wavelength is in the near-infrared
window of 650 and 900 nm.91 Therefore, in vivo imaging performance was greatly improved by developing the near-infrared
ZnDPA probe PSVue-794 with an appended carbocyanine
fluorophore. Cell death imaging studies focused initially on
two in vivo tumor models that spontaneously developed foci of
necrotic cells in the tumor cores, namely, immunocompetent
Lobund-Wistar rats with PAIII prostate tumors, and athymic
nude mice containing EMT-6 mammary tumors.92 Whole-body
optical imaging of tumor-bearing animals dosed with PSVue-794
found that the probe selectively targeted the tumor core.
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ZnDPA imaging and aﬃnity probes

Name

Reporter structure

Uses and
references

Name

Reporter structure

Uses and
references

PSVue-480

Imaging cell
death88–90

mSeek

Imaging
leishmania136
bacteria137

PSVue-643

Imaging
bacteria117
cell death105

mDestroy

Photoinactivation
bacteria137

PSVue-794

Imaging cell
death92,95 cancer
ZnDPA-[111In] DOTA
therapy93,94
96,97
arthritis
bacteria116

Imaging
bacteria125

PSVue-Biotin

Imaging
bacteria124,129

ZnDPA-[111In] DTPA

Imaging
bacteria125

bis-ZnDPA-[111In] DTPA

Imaging
bacteria125

Probe accumulation in the PAIII prostate tumors was 36-fold
higher than an untargeted control fluorophore. Ex vivo biodistribution and histological analyses showed PSVue-794 targeting
to the interior necrotic regions of the tumors (Fig. 1C). Similarly,
PSVue-794 accumulation in the EMT-6 mammary tumors was
18-fold higher than the control fluorophore.
These results led to the development of PSVue-794 as a
commercial fluorescent probe for pre-clinical imaging,† and
it is now finding increasing use in a broad range of applications. Several studies have employed PSVue-794 to monitor
tumor cell death induced by diﬀerent therapeutic treatments.
Rats bearing PAIII prostate tumors were given a focal beam of
radiation which induced rapid apoptosis and necrosis at the
irradiation site.93 Subsequent dosing with PSVue-794 followed by
whole-body imaging showed probe accumulation in a radiationtreated tumor over a non-treated tumor on the same animal
(Fig. 1D). To simulate cell death generated by chemotherapeutic
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treatment, separate cohorts of healthy rats were dosed with
dexamethasone, a glucocorticoid that induces selective cell death
at the thymus, followed by dosing with PSVue-794 twenty-four
hours later. Ex vivo imaging of organs showed thymus uptake of
PSVue-794 was four times higher than a control fluorophore.
Palmowski and coworkers conducted a comparative study of
cell death imaging performance after antiangiogenic therapy
and found that apoptosis was detected significantly better with
the low molecular weight PSVue-794 than with the dye-labeled
protein probe annexin V.94
Cell death detection due to physical injury was examined in
a murine traumatic brain injury model. Traumatic brain injury
is characterized as acute cranial tissue damage that leads to
secondary processes such as cell death and blood–brain-barrier
disruption. The ability of PSVue-794 to detect cranial cell death
was tested using a cryolesion mouse model that conditionally
mimics features of human brain injury.95 In short, the model
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Fig. 1 (A) Fluorescence micrographs of Jurkat cells treated with camptothecin (10 mM) for 3.5 h to induce apoptosis, then stained with PSVue-480
(green, 5 mM) and 7AAD (red, 500 ng mL 1). (B) Flow cytometry histograms illustrating staining of Jurkat cells by PSVue-480 and 7AAD. A and B reprinted
with permission from ref. 89. r 2005 John Wiley and Sons. (C) X-ray and fluorescence overlay image of a rat prostate tumor model at 24 h postinjection
of PSVue-794. Reprinted with permission from ref. 92. r 2010 American Chemical Society. (D) Ex vivo epifluorescence image of a rat bearing two
subcutaneous PAIII prostate tumors and dosed with PSVue-794. The right flank tumor received focal beam radiation therapy, and the left flank tumor was
not treated. Reprinted with permission from ref. 93. r 2011 Springer. (E) Whole body fluorescence image of a mouse with induced arthritis given a single
dose of PSVue-794 48 hours prior to imaging. Arrows point to arthritic feet joints. Reprinted from open access ref. 96. (F) Decay-corrected transaxial and
coronal [18F]-ZnDPA PET images of a rat following acute myocardial infarction and 60 min after subsequent probe injection. The short red line indicates
the location of the heart. Reprinted from open access ref. 101.

involves brief contact of a cold rod to the head of a living,
anesthetized mouse, which triggers localized cell death at the
contact site. Whole-body fluorescence imaging of PSVue-794
permitted visualization of the cryolesion as well as longitudinal
monitoring of healing process over a one week period. PSVue-794
has also been used for arthritis imaging96 and optical imaging
of articular cartilage degeneration.97 Arthritis is a chronic
inflammatory state caused by neutrophil and macrophage
infiltration at skeletal joints, counterbalanced by apoptosis
of the activated immune cells leading to termination of
the inflammatory response.98 PSVue-794 was assessed for the
non-invasive molecular imaging of rheumatoid arthritis via
metabolic function in murine collagen-induced arthritis. DBA/1
mice were intravenously treated twice with chicken collagen type
II in Freund’s adjuvant which generates skeletal inflammation
and arthritis that was easily monitored at the mouse footpad.
Fluorescent emission from arthritic and non-arthritic mice
treated with PSVue-794 correlated reliably with the degree of
footpad swelling and the manifestation of arthritis, illustrating a
useful and economical alternative method for non-invasively
assessing arthritis in murine models (Fig. 1E). One factor that
contributes to arthritis is the degradation of cartilage, a flexible
connective tissue at the joints. An early signal of cartilage
degradation is the loss of negatively charged glycosaminoglycans
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(GAGs), which play an essential role in generating supportive
pressure in the collagen matrix. The feasibility of PSVue-794 for
optical imaging of cartilage degeneration was tested using mice
with young and aged knee joints. Ex vivo imaging of cartilage
treated with PSVue-794 showed high probe accumulation on
young cartilage compared with aged cartilage indicating a
change of the level of GAGs. Optical imaging of young and old
mice further indicated that PSVue-794 demonstrated higher
uptake and retention in young mice (high GAGs) than old mice
(low GAGs) when administrated via local injection in mouse
knee joints. In a surgically induced osteoarthritis model, dramatically higher PSVue-794 signal was observed in sham joints
(high GAGs) than osteoarthritis joints, demonstrating the ability
of PSVue-794 for visual detection of early degeneration of
cartilage in living subjects.
The promising fluorescence imaging results in living
animals prompted the design of radiolabeled ZnDPA complexes
with greater signal tissue penetration and potential for clinical
translation. Wyﬀels and coworkers labeled a ZnDPA targeting unit
with gamma-emitting technetium-99m (99mTc) in two diﬀerent
forms, [99mTc(CO)3]3+ and [99mTc-HYNIC].99 The two 99mTc-labeled
probes were tested in mice that had been treated with anti-Fas
antibody which induced rapid and massive hepatic apoptosis.
Single-photon emission tomography and computed tomography
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(SPECT/CT) imaging studies showed significantly greater
accumulation of both probes in the livers of antibody-treated
mice compared to mice given no treatment. Furthermore, the
increased liver uptake of the [99mTc(CO)3]3+ conjugate was
comparable to radiolabeled annexin V. Mice with an induced
myocardial ischemia-reperfusion injury were used as a second
model to demonstrate the sensitivity of the 99mTc-labeled
tracers for apoptotic and necrotic tissue. Myocardial ischemia
was produced by ligation of the left coronary artery for thirty
minutes, followed by two hours of reperfusion. At the end
of reperfusion, rats were injected intravenously with tracer
followed by euthanasia and removal of organs two hours later
for scintillation counting. Selective accumulation of both probes
was observed in mice with myocardial ischemia-reperfusion
injury; however, the absolute tracer uptake in the damaged
myocardium was low and likely would have been undetectable
by in vivo cardiac imaging.
Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging of cell death
has been explored using ZnDPA covalently labeled with the
positron-emitting isotope, 18F.100 Wang et al. reported in vivo
PET imaging experiments using two diﬀerent 18F-labeled ZnDPA
probes and 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) in separate cohorts
of hepatocellular carcinoma-bearing mice with and without
cytotoxic doxorubicin treatment. 18F-FDG showed no significant
uptake change before and after chemotherapy, indicating that
18
F-FDG lacked specificity to monitor anticancer therapy. In
contrast, one of the 18F-ZnDPA probes accumulated significantly
in the doxorubicin-treated tumors compared to untreated control
tumors. Recently, a similar 18F-ZnDPA analog was synthesized and
evaluated for noninvasive imaging of cardiomyocyte apoptosis
following acute myocardial infarction.101 PET imaging showed
significant cardiac accumulation of the probe in rats following
infarction which was consistent with histological evidence of
cardiac cell death (Fig. 1F).
Translation of ZnDPA probes to the clinic for cell death
imaging would be facilitated if the probes exhibited higher
aﬃnity and selectivity for dead and dying tissue. The simplest
way to increase probe aﬃnity is to attach multiple recognition
elements to a single scaﬀold and create a multivalent probe
(Scheme 5). This strategy was explored using an fluorescent
near-infrared dye scaﬀold with two (bis-ZnDPA-SR) or four
(tetra-ZnDPA-SR) appended ZnDPA units.102 Vesicle titration
assays showed that tetra-ZnDPA-SR exhibited higher selectivity
than bis-ZnDPA-SR for anionic PS/PC vesicles over zwitterionic
PC vesicles. Both probes selectively targeted dead and dying
cells, but there was a marked diﬀerence in the cell microscopy
images. The tetra-ZnDPA-SR localized strongly at the cell plasma
membrane, whereas the bis-ZnDPA-SR distributed throughout
the cytosol. The fluorescent probes were tested in three animal
models of cell death, and in each case there was more
tetra-ZnDPA-SR accumulation at the site of cell death than
bis-ZnDPA-SR supporting the general hypothesis that increasing
the number of ZnDPA units improves the cell death targeting
ability. Unfortunately, the multivalent probes showed a tendency
to undergo cross-linking and self-aggregation, which produced
undesired pharmacokinetic properties including high oﬀ-target
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Scheme 5 Multivalent ZnDPA probes. (A) Bivalent and tetravalent probes
containing near-infrared fluorescent squaraine rotaxane reporter groups.
(B) Liposome-anchored multivalent ZnDPA probe.

Scheme 6 (A) Strategy for improving ZnDPA aﬃnity for PS (red) through
covalent modification of the targeting group with urea groups (green).
(B) Structure of lead compound discovered by screening a library of ureido
modified ZnDPA receptors.
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organ accumulation. This led to us to pursue an alternative design
strategy for enhancing PS aﬃnity; that is, a single ZnDPA scaﬀold
with appended functional groups that are capable of forming
secondary noncovalent interactions with the PS headgroup
(Scheme 6).103 A focused 25-member library of modified dipicolylamine units with diﬀerent appended 2-amido substituents were
synthesized and screened for aﬃnity to PS-rich membranes using a
rapid equilibrium dialysis assay.104 The screening identified a lead
candidate with two lipophilic phenethyl ureido groups (PU-ZnDPA),
which was converted into a deep-red fluorescent probe and
compared with an unmodified ZnDPA probe (PSVue-643) in a
series of FRET-based vesicle titration studies, cell microscopy
experiments, and in vivo rat tumor biodistribution measurements. The cell microscopy showed that PU-ZnDPA possessed
comparatively higher aﬃnity for dead and dying cells. However,
the in vivo experiments indicated undesirable high uptake of
PU-ZnDPA in the liver, spleen and intestines.
With the aim of improving in vivo pharmacokinetics, we
subsequently examined molecular imaging probes based on
phenoxide-bridged ZnDPA structures.105 More specifically, we
evaluated a scaﬀold derived from L-tyrosine (Scheme 7), which
had been employed previously for phospholipid translocation
across model bilayer membranes and protein labeling.106–109
Monovalent (mono-T-ZnDPA) and bivalent (bis-T-ZnDPA) deep-red
fluorescent probes were synthesized and compared to earlier
PSVue-643 for targeting performance and in vivo biodistribution
properties. Studies using liposomes showed that the bivalent probe
bis-T-ZnDPA had a higher affinity for PS-rich membranes compared to the monovalent probe mono-T-ZnDPA, but bis-T-ZnDPA
exhibited fluorescence self-quenching at the membrane surface,
a feature that was also apparent in cell imaging experiments.

Scheme 7 Structures of monovalent and bivalent T-ZnDPA probes built
from L-tyrosine derived scaﬀold.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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The in vivo biodistribution of mono-T-ZnDPA was very impressive with relatively high targeting of dead and dying tissue
and low off-target accumulation in other organs. An analogous,
radioactive 111In-labelled version, mono-T-ZnDPA-[111In]DTPA
was prepared and found to also exhibit a clean biodistribution
profile making it a promising candidate for further development as a clinical imaging probe of cell death.

Molecular imaging of bacteria
There is a need for fluorescent molecular probes that can detect
very small numbers of pathogenic bacterial cells in food,
drinking water, or biomedical samples.110–112 The ability of
ZnDPA probes to selectively target bacteria was first discovered
using PSVue-380.113 Fluorescence microscopy of bacteria treated
with PSVue-380 showed strong staining of both Gram-negative
Escherichia coli and Gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus bacterial
cells with a large enhancement in fluorescence emission intensity
upon binding (Fig. 2A). The fluorescent probes appeared to preferentially bind the cell membrane over the intracellular DNA. Also,
PSVue-380 could selectively stain bacterial cells in the complex
biological medium of saliva without staining off-target mammalian
cells (Fig. 2B). Ganesh and co-workers subsequently reported that
PSVue-380 has high affinity for bacterial LPS, a primary component
of the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria and a potent
stimulant of the mammalian immune response.114 Studies of
other ZnDPA probe designs have consistently demonstrated high
affinity for the anionic surfaces of bacteria.115
The selective bacterial staining led us to explore non-invasive
imaging of localized infection sites within living mice using
PSVue-643 or PSVue-794.116,117 These studies employed a straightforward leg infection model in which a bolus of bacteria was
injected into the mouse thigh and allowed to incubate for several
hours, followed by injection of the molecular probe into the tail
vein and whole-body imaging twenty-four hours later. Target-toNon-Target (T/NT) ratios were measured by taking region of
interest measurements at the infected and uninfected leg. The
representative fluorescence image in Fig. 2D shows the distribution of PSVue-794 in a mouse with a leg infection of Gram-positive
S. aureus.116,117 The fluorescent probe cleared slowly from the
bloodstream and the T/NT ratio reached four at 21 h postinjection
of the probe. Histological samples taken from the infection site
indicated that the PSVue-794 probe targeted the bacteria cells
and not the dead and dying mammalian cells that surrounded
the infection site. Improved fluorescence imaging probes with
high bacterial aﬃnity were designed using brighter and more
photostable squaraine rotaxane dyes.118,119 These probes were
more hydrophilic and washed out more rapidly from the
blood clearance organs. Whole-animal optical imaging showed
co-localization of the fluorescent ZnDPA probe signal with the
bioluminescence signal from a genetically engineered strain of
Salmonella enterica serovar typhimurium (S. enterica) (Fig. 2E).
Furthermore, there was no accumulation of the ZnDPA probes in
sites of sterile inflammation induced by injection of l-carrageenan.
These in vivo studies showed that fluorescent ZnDPA probes
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Fig. 2 (A) Epifluorescence microscopy of planktonic E. coli ( ) after
incubation with PSVue-380 (10 mM). (B) Saliva sample containing human
epithelial cells (stained red) with an associated ‘clump’ of bacteria stained
with PSVue-380 (blue). A and B reproduced with permission from ref. 113
r Royal Society of Chemistry. (C) Fluorescence microscopy image of
human A-549 cells and E. coli K12 ( ) cell mixtures were stained with DAPI
(1 mg mL 1), and treated 15 min later with tetra-ZnDPA-SR. (D) Optical
image of a mouse with a S. aureus infection in the left rear leg at 21 hours
after intravenous injection of PSVue-794. Reprinted with permission from
ref. 116. r 2006 American Chemical Society. (E) Whole-body fluorescence and bioluminescence imaging of an athymic mouse containing a leg
infection of bioluminescent S. enterica serovar typhimurium FL6 ( )
and imaged 3 hours after dosage with tetra-ZnDPA-SR. Reprinted with
permission from ref. 119. r 2010 American Chemical Society. (F) SPECT/CT
image of a mouse with a leg infection of S. pyogenes and imaged 20 hours
post-administration of bis-ZnDPA-[111In]DTPA. Reproduced from with
permission ref. 125. r 2015 Springer.

were not highly sensitive imaging agents (the localized infection
site had to contain at least B106 colony forming units for
fluorescence visualization), but they were remarkably selective
for bacterial cells.
Collectively, these results have encouraged eﬀorts to develop
radiolabeled ZnDPA conjugates for clinical imaging. Clinical
detection of bacterial infections is crucial for immunosuppressed
patients and patients with prosthetic devices due to their
increased vulnerability to relatively nonvirulent microorganisms.120 It has been recognized for some time that noninvasive
imaging technology will greatly facilitate the process of infection diagnosis.121–123 Liu et al. first produced radiolabeled
ZnDPA for nuclear imaging of infection in mice using a
streptavidin protein that can bind biotinylated reagents.124
Biotinylated ZnDPA (PSVue-Biotin) and the biotinylated reporter
111
In-DOTA were linked to the streptavidin. The nuclear probe
was tested in mice injected intramuscularly with Streptococcus
pyogenes (infection model) or with lipopolysaccharide (inflammation model). Cohorts were injected intravenously with the
probe followed by periodic SPECT/CT imaging which displayed
rapid and selective accumulation at the site of S. pyogenes
infection. The 111In T/NT ratio was 2.8 fold higher in infection
bearing animals compared to sterile inflammation animals,
demonstrating that ZnDPA targeting can accurately distinguish
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bacterial invasion. Our lab subsequently prepared two monovalent
radiolabeled tracers, ZnDPA-[111In]DTPA and ZnDPA-[111In]DOTA,
each with a single ZnDPA targeting unit, and a bivalent tracer,
bis-ZnDPA-[111In]DTPA, and tested them in the same S. Pyogenes
infection model.125 All three [111In]-ZnDPA tracers selectively
targeted the S. Pyogenes infection with the highest target selectivity observed with divalent bis-ZnDPA-[111In]DTPA. Clearance
of the divalent tracer from the bloodstream was slower and
primarily through the liver and the T/NT ratio rose to six after
20 h. The SPECT/CT imaging indicated the same large difference
in tracer pharmacokinetics and higher accumulation of the
divalent tracer at the site of infection (Fig. 2F). The tracer
pharmacokinetics depended heavily on tracer molecular structure suggesting that it is possible to fine tune the structural
properties for optimized in vivo imaging performance and
clinical translation. Additionally, Matosziuk et al. designed a
ZnDPA magnetic resonance contrast agent consisting of ZnDPA
targeting unit conjugated to a gadolinium chelate. In vitro
studies with S. aureus and E. coli show that the ZnDPA contrast
agent efficiently labeled bacteria compared to a gadolinium
control.126 The ZnDPA probe also significantly reduced the T1
relaxation time of labeled bacteria, thus enhancing magnetic
resonance image contrast and illustrating the potential for
visualizing bacterial infections using whole body MR imaging.
As stated above, clinical translation of ZnDPA imaging agents
would be facilitated if the probes exhibited higher target aﬃnity,
and one design strategy is to create multivalent probes. To date, we
have prepared and studied the bacteria binding properties of
multivalent and dendritic probe architectures with four to thirtytwo ZnDPA units, and found them to act as broad-spectrum
bacterial agglutination agents.127 The multivalent probes rapidly
cross-linked ten diﬀerent strains of bacteria, regardless of Gram-type
and cell morphology. A fluorescent probe with four ZnDPA units
(tetra-ZnDPA-SR) was found to target an infection site in a living
mouse. The therapeutic potential of multivalent ZnDPA probes as
bacteria agglutination agents is discussed further in the next
section. The potential of these probes as reporters of cell surface
structure was raised by an early bacterial imaging study using CdSe/
ZnS core/shell quantum dots coated with PSVue-Biotin.128 Bacterial
staining with these extremely bright fluorescent imaging probes was
observed to be sensitive to the cell surface topology. For example,
there was no staining of smooth E. coli strains with wild type LPS
and extended O-antigen polysaccharides which prevented access of
the relatively large nanoparticles to the phosphorylated lipid A
buried in the outer membrane. Conversely, there was strong staining of a rough E. coli mutant that lacked the O-antigen element.

Therapeutic applications using ZnDPA
complexes
Intracellular delivery of macromolecular therapeutics is an
important unsolved clinical challenge, particularly for RNAbased treatments (e.g., siRNA, miRNA or oligonucleotides)
which are rapidly degraded by tissue enzymes. Recently, Choi
et al. applied ZnDPA complexes for the delivery of siRNA by
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exploiting the selective aﬃnity of ZnDPA for the phosphodiester groups on the siRNA backbone.129 ZnDPA complexes were
covalently conjugated to hyaluronic acid-based nanoparticles to
enable eﬃcient tumor-targeted delivery of RNAs and smallmolecule drugs.130 ZnDPA-coated nanoparticles were loaded
with siRNA specific for a bioluminescence gene within cancer
cells were and tested in a mouse colon cancer model. Bioluminescent intensities from tumors treated with RNA-delivering
nanoparticles showed a substantial decrease in signal 24 h after
injection, demonstrating substantial promise for drug delivery.
The bacterial targeting properties of ZnDPA-coated nanoparticles makes them an attractive platform for diﬀerent types
of therapeutic strategies. For example, iron oxide nanoparticles
coated with ZnDPA units were designed for the physical
removal of bacteria from the bloodstream. Bacterial sepsis is
a serious clinical condition that can lead to multiple organ
dysfunction and death despite timely treatment with antibiotics
and fluid resuscitation. Lee et al. developed ZnDPA-conjugated
magnetic nanoparticles and used them for highly selective and
rapid separation of bacteria and potentially their endotoxins
from whole blood.131 Custom magnetic microfluidic devices
were found to remove E. coli bound to the nanoparticles at flow
rates as high as 60 mL h 1, resulting in almost 100% clearance
(Fig. 3A). In principle, such devices could be adapted to clear
bacteria from septicemic patients.
Our group has pursued two diﬀerent therapeutic ideas using
nanoscale liposomes and ZnDPA complexes. In one approach, we
prepared liposomes coated with PEG chains terminating with
ZnDPA aﬃnity units (Scheme 5B) and found that they selectively
agglutinated bacterial cells in the presence of healthy human
cells. PEGylated liposomes are known to collect in sites of
bacterial infection within living subjects and additional bacteriaspecific ligands on the liposome surface should conceivably
enhance the accumulation.132,133 While not bactericidal, the
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multivalent liposomes may have value as immobilization
agents that sequester an infection and perhaps deliver antibiotic cargo. Our second idea is a two-step liposome delivery
and triggered drug release strategy. In short, ZnDPA complexes
are used to chemically trigger drug release from anionic liposomes that are pre-targeted to a site of disease (Fig. 3B). Proofof-concept studies have shown that certain ZnDPA structures
such as PU-ZnDPA-Trigger (Scheme 6) are very eﬀective at
releasing dyes134 or prodrugs135 from liposomes with membranes containing 5 mol% of anionic PS.
Not surprisingly, some ZnDPA compounds have been found
to have antibiotic activity, especially against Gram-positive
bacteria such as S. aureus with a minimum inhibitory concentration of 1 mg mL 1. Preliminary mechanism studies suggest
that the mode of action is depolarization of the bacterial
membrane. An exciting new discovery is that ZnDPA compounds have selective activity against the trypanosomatid parasite L. Major, a causative agent of the neglected tropical disease
cutaneous leishmaniasis.136 Modern treatment regimens rely
on a small number of chemotherapeutics with serious side
eﬀects and there is a need for more eﬀective alternatives.
Fluorescence microscopy of L. major promastigotes treated
with a fluorescently labeled ZnDPA probe indicated rapid
accumulation of the probe within the axenic promastigote
cytosol. Selective antileishmanial activity was observed with
eight ZnDPA complexes against L. major axenic promastigotes
with 50% eﬀective concentrations (EC50) values in the range of
12.7–0.3 mM. In vivo treatment efficacy studies showed that a
ZnDPA treatment regimen reduced the parasite burden nearly
as well as the reference care agent, potassium antimony(III)
tartrate, and with less necrosis in the local host tissue (Fig. 3C).
The results demonstrate that ZnDPA coordination complexes
are a promising new class of antileishmanial agents with
potential for clinical translation.

Fig. 3 (A) Magnetophoretic separation of green-fluorescent E. coli ( ) from whole blood after pre-treatment with iron oxide nanoparticles coated with
ZnDPA using a surrounding magnet within a microfluidic device. Reprinted with permission from ref. 131. r 2014 American Chemical Society.
(B) Selective triggered drug release using ZnDPA association with anionic liposomes causing rapid leakage of encapsulated contents. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 134 r the Royal Society of Chemistry. (C) Representative photographs of mouse footpads infected with cutaneous L. Major 12 days
after regimens of saline, antimonial, and ZnDPA. Reproduced with permission from ref. 136 r American Society for Microbiology. (D) Agar plates with
E. coli ( ) bacteria treated with photosensitizer conjugated ZnDPA (mDestroy) in the presence and absence of light treatment.
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Another therapeutic concept is targeted photodynamic
inactivation using photosensitizer appended with ZnDPA
units. Photodynamic inactivation is an attractive antimicrobial
strategy for blood sterilization and surface decontamination
with the potential advantage of killing antibiotic-resistant
bacteria with no apparent induction of resistance. We designed
two structurally related optical probes that are conjugates of a
ZnDPA unit and a BODIPY chromophore: one is a microbial
targeted fluorescent imaging agent, mSeek, and the other is an
oxygen photosensitizing analogue, mDestroy (Table 1).137 The
fluorescent probe, mSeek, is not phototoxic and enabled detection of all tested bacteria at concentrations of B100 CFU mL 1
for B. thuringiensis spores, B1000 CFU mL 1 for S. aureus and
B10 000 CFU mL 1 for E. coli. The photosensitizer analogue,
mDestroy, inactivated 99–99.99% of bacterial samples and
selectively killed bacterial cells in the presence of mammalian
cells (Fig. 3D). However, it is worth noting that mDestroy was
ineffective against B. thuringiensis spores, a genetic and structural mimic of deadly anthrax spores.

Future directions
Considering the simplicity of the ZnDPA structure, the binding
selectivity for anionic cell surfaces within complex biological
media is quite remarkable. One reason for this is that oﬀ-target
association with polyphosphorylated biomolecules is low since
most phosphorylated species are intracellular. As discussed
above, imaging and therapeutic performance will be enhanced
if anionic membrane aﬃnity can be increased and further studies
are warranted to achieve this goal. The development of two other
desirable ZnDPA probe features is also worth future attention.
One structural feature is fluorescent ZnDPA probes with ‘turn on’
emission that would allow ‘no wash’ in vitro assays or improved
in vivo imaging contrast at the target site. Several of our studies
have noted self-aggregation of fluorescent ZnDPA probes on the
membrane surface and decreased emission intensity due to an
aggregation-induced quenching eﬀect.105,138 Recently, a new
fluorescent ZnDPA probe with ‘aggregation-induced emission’
was reported by Hu and coworkers for apoptosis detection.139
The deep-red probe is weakly emissive in aqueous media but
turns on when it associates with the surfaces of early apoptotic
mammalian cells. A near-infrared version of this type of probe
would likely be very useful for in vivo imaging. A second desirable
structural feature is the ability to cross the blood–brain barrier
(BBB), which would facilitate efforts to image neurodegenerative
disease. Non-invasive imaging of common pathophysiological
conditions, such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease, is
greatly limited by the inability of contrast agents to cross the
BBB.140 To date, brain imaging with ZnDPA probes has focused
on disease models that have a compromised BBB which enables
probe entry.95,141 Nonspecific disruption of the BBB has been
employed to facilitate entrance of BBB-impermeable probes into
brain parenchyma, but these approaches induce uncontrolled
neuronal injuries and expose the brain to circulating neuroactive
and neurotoxic agents.140,144 ZnDPA probes have been reported
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to possess high affinity for neurofibrillary tangles of hyperphosphorylated tau proteins, a component of amyloid plaques
which are an established biomarker of Alzheimer’s disease.142,143
Radiolabeled ZnDPA probes that can safely cross the BBB
are likely to be excellent tools for quantifying and diagnosing
tau protein-related neurodegenerative disorders. Recent community success at formulating small molecules and nanoparticles with BBB-permeation properties is reason for pursuit
and optimism.144–147
Nuclear ZnDPA imaging probes should also be examined for
real-time monitoring of tumorigenic cell death due to therapeutic intervention. Prescribing eﬀective cancer treatments
remains a substantial clinical challenge due to extensive heterogeneity among tumor sizes, cell type and growth behaviors from
patient to patient.148 There is an urgent need for technologies
that can accurately and rapidly assess therapeutic response to
help guide physician decision-making for personalized patient
care and to assist researchers in the assessment of experimental treatments in clinical trials. Therapeutic eﬃcacy is
universally assessed using the Response Evaluation Criteria in
Solid Tumors (RECIST) which are guidelines that define when
tumor burden improves (‘‘respond’’), stays the same (‘‘stabilize’’),
or worsens (‘‘progress’’) during treatment.59 These evaluations are
based on size measurements before and after treatment using
conventional CT or MRI anatomical imaging. While providing
useful structural information, these modalities are very insensitive
often requiring long intervals between imaging scans (months
to years) to detect noticeable changes in tumor morphology,
especially for slow-growing lesions.149 Furthermore, anatomical
imaging methods cannot identify tumor status (viable, necrotic,
fibrotic etc.) and are highly limited in characterizing responses in
tumors that do not change in size during therapy. Consequently,
the degree of response may be underestimated or overestimated
leading to incorrect conclusions.150 Molecular imaging strategies are slowly becoming the standard in monitoring tumor
response.151 For example, the PET tracer 18F-FDG, a molecular
imaging agent for glucose uptake, plays an essential role in
defining tumor response in malignant lymphoma by monitoring tumor cell vitality before and after treatment.152,153 As a
complement, ZnDPA probes could be employed to monitor levels
of therapeutic tumor deterioration and concurrently assess oﬀtarget cell death in organs susceptible to side eﬀects such as the
heart and liver. A dual imaging strategy can be envisioned where
multiple probes simultaneously monitor tumorigenic death
(ZnDPA) and active metabolism (18FDG), potentially oﬀering a
new methodology for promptly evaluating treatment response in
solid tumors and surrounding tissue.
In terms of therapeutic applications, ZnDPA targeting of
PS on dead and dying cancer cells may be a useful way to alter
the immune status of tumor tissue. In general, macrophages
quickly ingest apoptotic cells exposing PS and release an antiinflammatory response, which can promote tumor growth.
However, if apoptotic cells are not eﬃciently cleared, the
surrounding tissue cells can enter secondary necrosis, a process
where the plasma membrane becomes irreversibly permeable
causing the release of damage-associated proteins involved in
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the heat shock response and DNA organization.154 The release of
these proteins signals dendritic cells to acquire antigens from
dead cells, which in turn induces a co-stimulatory immune
response against them. Thus, it is advantageous to shift the
clearance of dead and dying cells from macrophages to dendritic
cells when developing treatments for cancer and other diseases.
Munoz et al. tested this concept using annexin V to determine if
blocking PS could make apoptotic cells immunogenic in vivo.155
They discovered that annexin V inhibited cell phagocytosis by
monocyte-derived macrophages, thus triggering a change in the
immunogenicity of apoptotic and necrotic cells. When incubated
with apoptotic tumor cells, annexin V inhibited cell clearance
from macrophages initiating secondary necrosis and subsequent
identification and uptake by dendritic cells.156 Intravenous
dosing with annexin V has been shown to reduce colorectal tumor
growth, indicating PS-targeting may naturally induce tumor
regression. Similar tumor regression activity has been observed
with other PS-specific antibodies.157–159 Taken together, molecular
targeting of PS on apoptotic cells may be an effective strategy for
initiating a pro-inflammatory response towards tumor tissue, and
ZnDPA complexes may be especially good candidates for this type
of immunotherapy.
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